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About This Video

The Vytal Festival Tournament is the ultimate battle of skill, pitting the world's most powerful Huntsmen and Huntresses in
training against one another... and it's finally here! Ruby, Weiss, Blake, and Yang are back for a season of over-the-top action,
and they're not alone. New fighters from around Remnant are ready to bring glory to their kingdom, but there are those among

them with a far more sinister goal in mind.
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Production:
Rooster Teeth Productions
Distributor:
Cinedigm
Release Date: 3 May, 2016
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p(6.7GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Running Time: 176 minutes
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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Just Fantastic! "I enjoyed this content so much on Youtube, I thought it is about time I bought something from RosterTeeth.
Though, I did think that I would recieve a download of each movie instead of needing an internet connection to play them. Oh
Well.

Reduced price, only recieve steam-veiw connection for the movie you choose, no option for subtitles, no special features at all.".
It only gets better and better and better. Then you will find yourself going online to watch the newest ones not out on Steam or
dvd\/blu-ray yet.. Should you watch RWBY: Volume 3?
YES! (But only after the first two)

Should you buy it on Steam?
Heck no.

Should you rent it on Steam?
Only if you want to watch it now.

Is it worth the rental price?
Absolutely.

Are you better off buying a physical copy to enjoy for years to come?
Cetainly.

If you haven't seen Volume 1 and Volume 2, you absolutely need to watch them before this one. Yes, you can go watch them on
a certain video streaming service that starts with an N and not pay four bucks to rent it. I'll wait...

Okay, now that you watched the first two, you're totally psyched for Volume 3 but you realize that said streaming service doesn't
have it. But you wants it now. You needs it. Like Gollum needs his Precious. What can you do? If you buy it, it won't be here
for at least 24 hours. Fortunately, Steam is here to help.

Rent this.

Then go buy a physical copy and support the heck out of this fantastic franchise. Rooster Teeth's best work, hands down.

BOTTOM LINE - Volume 1 is great, Volume 2 is better, and Volume 3 blows the other ones out of the water.
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EDIT: The streaming service I mentioned above no longer has RWBY. Rooster Teeth's website does, however. Also, I now own
this on Steam so that I can stream it everywhere. It was on sale during their summer sale for only like 5 bucks. I couldn't help
myself.. i bought it, but now its no longer in my video libaray. i spent 4 dollors on this and now i cant even watch it anymore!
-_-. Third times the pun eh.... okay never mind. This season is really mind wrecking. There are lots of conflicts(and its messed
up); as individual characters or the story as a whole. The story goes into more depth of the main plot and it gets really serious.
More fightings than previous seasons. In short(IMO), one of the best movies\/animation that I've ever seen.. Rooster Teeth
shows time and time again that it can and will make great programming. RWBY Volume 3 is a must watch for all RT fans..
Nice I loved it. Recommend for anyone who likes 3d animation, anime (over exaggeration anime or not), discussions and of
course a little bit of romance. This involves The white fang rising up to its full potential and saylium making her first move..
This series has taken an unprecedented tone of darkness and sorrow. The light heartedness of early volumes is still present but in
far less quantity. With out spoiling specifics, I will say there is a marked escalation in decapitation even amongst main
characters. While I did enjoy ths volume, I enjoyed it FAR less then the first two volumes. I do hope the writers recover their
composure, as this noticeable shift in plot makes it far less enjoyable. Monty's legacy should not be about sorrow\/despair, even
though we all feel it from such a great loss.

I do hope the writers\/staff take a word from David Draiman:
"Sometimes darkness can show you the light" -The Light, Disturbed
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Read the description better than I did.

You are literaly just buying the content freely and easily available on youtube or roosterteeth. I thought that this would be akin
to the dvd sets availible elsewhere, you know with the extras and what not, but no you don't even get that. As Admiral Akbar
might be want to say this is a trap. It is a trap ment to grap RT\/RWBY fans checking out the release of Grim Eclipse and sweet
talk them into buying free content.

Ultmately I'm ok with having spent the twenty bucks on the bundle, but that's only because I can't sponser RT normaly (through
their site) and I know most of the money from my perchase goes to them.

TLDR: Unless they add the dvd extras and\/or the ablity to download and not just stream then just support RT\/RWBY though
sponsership (or just buy the dvds) on roosterteeth. You get to enjoy the same content for free, and you don't have to pay Valve
to do so.. Season 3 of RWBY is pretty good. They flesh out a bigger story line and aren't afraid to kill off some of the better
known characters. The season definity progresses the plot and characters. Season 4 should start off with a bang. As for the
negative reviews so far, people, read the descriptions of what you are buying. It says streaming only right in the description. I
rented it for $4, 3 hours of show, not bad. So, even though the season is good, some people are leaving negative reviews because
they couldn't read and figure out what they were buying. It says streaming and nowhere does it say it includes any extras. I
rented it because I no longer use flash etc, and could not view it through Rooster's website. The video quality was good, and it's
a good price for renting. Seriously, season 3 is good. If you're in doubt, just rent it.. After watching 2 seasons this season will cut
you down, cus after 9 series your tears won't stop \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing drop, prepair for it. o(\u3012\ufe4f\u3012)o.
after you buy it and if you dont watch it in 2 days or more it will get removed from your movie colletion!:P. Third season of
RWBY begins Hogwarts-y but proceeds in no foreseeable manner. The fights seem to have lost a little of their speed and combo
choreography in the beginning, but that may be because the fighting is a bit more projectile based. As the season goes on
however though the team combos are still not to be seen the fights pick up the pace. And so does the story...Eyes
front!...Feth...I'll leave this here. New characters are cool, old characters remain awesome.
Streaming from Steam still good. No subtitles unfortunately and some people speak so fast...
Can't wait for the continuation.. RWBY: Volume 3 aka RWBY: The Volume where progress actually happens.

This installment of the series is much darker in content, yet the whole world that the team at Rooster Teeth created and the late
Monty Oum first dreamed comes to reality. As the events and premonitions are answered and further questions are raised, this is
a much watch, even if you were turned off by the first two volumes. Which begs the question, can you watch this as a
standalone.....arguably yes....with a little background on the characters, or even by playing the associated game, you should have
enough knowledge to be able to comprehend the events of this volume.

In standard content, purchasing this is more a way to show support for the team at Rooster Teeth Animation, the content is
essentially a stream in HD, with the same basic functionality of most steam streams....try saying that 3x fast.

Would recommend watching, and purchasing through steam to support further content, and also kudos to Monty Oum for giving
us this great work, it will be his legacy...and its a damn good one.
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